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Supernovae are made by neutron star formation

Baade & Zwicky (1934)
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Evidence: Crab nebula
SN observed in 1054
Pulsar inside SNR

© NASA/ESA
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9. 2

Evidence: SN1987A

超新星からの重力波

エネルギー(MeV)
Neutrinos from SN 1987A (Feb. 23 1987)
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Galactic supernova rate
Estimate from historical events
RSN=3.2+7.3-2.6 century-1 (Adams et al. 2013)

Estimate from pulsar birth rate
Rpulsar~2.8 century-1 (Faucher-Giguère & Kaspi 2006)

No galactic SN from 1992, based on neutrino observation
(Ikeda et al. 2007, Agafonova et al. 2015)
Probability of Milky Way SN

KISTLER et al.
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Progenitors of SNe: pre-SN images
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Progenitors of Core-Collapse Supernovae

Figure 5. The maximum likelihood of the minimum and maximum initial
masses of the type II progenitor distribution, assuming the stars follow a
Salpeter IMF. Originally calculated in Smartt et al. (2009), and reproduced
here with the updated and extended masses in this review. The dashed lines
show the confidence contours (68, 90, and 95%) for the detections only
and the solid lines show the confidence contours for the detections and
upper limits combined. The star symbol marks the best fit, as described in
+2.5
Section 3.2, of mmin = 9.5+0.5
−2 and mmax = 16.5−2.5 . This is for the masses
from the STARS and Geneva rotating models, the values for the KEPLER
masses are given in the text.
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Related interesting topics w/ pre-SN images

Quiescent SNe progenitors
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Figure 2. The UBVR light curves of the progenitor of SN 2013am. The circles (crosses) represent the high (low) quality data points.
3 1. The red region2is the RMS spread about
1 the mean of the comparison
0
The filled white circles indicate the4epochs displayed in Figure
light curve sample for each epoch. The dashed lines mark the average hRMSi i of the comparison sample pixels about zero. The grey
5 the time span in which a 12-15 M star with Solar metallicity would begin core Oxygen, end core Oxygen, and begin core
ranges denote
Silicon burning, respectively (the last two timespans overlap, Sukhbold & Woosley 2014). Be aware that the ⌫L⌫ scales of Figures 2-5
0 R
di↵er.

L⌫ [103 L ]

-5
thus had to
5 relax our limits. In particular, we needed to
increase the seeing limits for images used in the reference
V
frame of the0 galaxy hosting SN 2013am to 1.00 47, 1.00 36, 1.00 37,
and 1.00 30. -5
The limits on the background sky fluxes were the
same for all four progenitors. The reference frames are shown
5
as the first column
in Figure 1. We calibrate our images using
SDSS photometry
0 B (Ahn et al. 2012), converted from ugriz
to UBVR following Jordi et al. (2006). For all four SNe, we
are able to-5
accurately determine the position of the progenitor using post-explosion images that include the fading SN.
5
Frames containing
the SNe are shown in the fourth column
of Figure 1.0 U

© NASA/ESA
Adams et al. (2017)
25/12/2017

low flux scaling factor indicates that the image was obtained
at a higher than average airmass or through cirrus clouds.
The second and third columns of Figure 1 show the epochs
of higher quality data where the progenitor had the largest
luminosity excess and deficit in LR compared to the reference image. We list the number of higher quality points in
each band as Ng in Table 1.

3

INDIVIDUAL PROGENITORS

In this section, we summarize the known properties of the
Following Johnson et al. (2017), we place a grid of 12
progenitor to each SN and how we characterize their vari-5
trial points around each SN. The light curves of these comability. We use the same distances to the host galaxies as
parison samples
are used to5000
examine the 5250
systematic errors
4750
5500 Gerke5750
6250 from 6500
et al. (2015), 6000
the Galactic extinction
Schlafly &
in our variability estimates of the progenitors. The outer
Finkbeiner
(2011),
and
include
any
estimates
of
the
local exJD-2450000
points of the grid are placed 15 pixels apart, which is ⇠ 3.00 5
tinction.
We
assume
a
foreground
reddening
law
of
R
V = 3.1
at the LBC’s plate scale of 0.00 2255 pixel 1 . The inner points
for all cases.
Figure
3. The UBVR
light Figure
curves of
the progenitor
of SN 2013ej.
the same as Figure 2. Be aware that the ⌫L⌫ scales
have a spacing
of 7 pixels.
1 includes
the locations
of The format
To is
examine
the variability, we utilize both the high
of
Figures
di↵er.
these
grid2-5
points
as blue circles. We extract light curves cenand low quality data. First, we characterize the “stochastered on the progenitors and the grids at each epoch using
tic” variability of these SN progenitors using the rootthe standard PSF-weighted estimates measured by ISIS. We
mean-square (RMSp ) and peak-to-peak (PtoPp ) luminosity
PtoP
and created
report their
(hRMSiframe
i, hPtoP
disluminosities
with a simple line, L(t) = Ap t + Bp . We also
i i) and
use ai )PSF
from means
the reference
using
DAOPHOT
changes ( ⌫L⌫ ) for each band. The RMSp calculations inpersions
in
Table
1.
perform
the
same
fit to the comparison sample. For the prowhen the ISIS generated PSF was corrupted by saturated
clude all data, while the PtoPp luminosity change estimates
genitors,
we
report
the errors in Ap and for the comparison
Both
the
RMS
and
the
PtoP
values
are
a
combination
p
p
stars.
only include higher quality data. The PtoPp value will not

Johnson et al. (2017)
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Theory
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Standard scenario of core-collapse supernovae
Final phase of stellar
evolution

Neutrinosphere formation
（neutrino trapping）

Neutron star formation
(core bounce）

Fe

Neutrinosphere

Neutron
Star

Si
O,Ne,Mg
C+O
He
H

ρc~1011 g cm-3

ρc~1014 g cm-3

ρc~109 g cm-3

shock stall

shock revival

HOW?
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Current paradigm: neutrino-heating mechanism
heating region

shock

cooling region
absorption
emission
neutron star

A CCSN emits O(1058) of neutrinos with O(10) MeV.
Neutrinos transfer energy
Most of them are just escaping from the system (cooling)
Part of them are absorbed in outer layer (heating)

Heating overwhelms cooling in heating (gain) region
25/12/2017
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What do simulations solve?
stellar evolution

input: ρ(r), T(r), Zi(r), vr(r)

general relativity

Gravity

Numerical table based on nuclear physics
e.g.) 103 g cm-3 < ρ < 1015 g cm-3
0.1 MeV < T < 100 MeV
0.03 < Ye <0.56
strong interaction

Nuclear equation of state

electro-magnetic interaction

(Magneto-)hydrodynamics

weak interaction

Number of interactions;
pe- <-> nνe, ne+ <-> p νe̅
νe± <-> νe±, νA <-> νA, νN <-> νN
ν ν̅ <-> e-e+, NN <-> ν νN
̅ N, ν ν̅ <->ν ν̅

as first-principles as possible.
parameter free simulation!
25/12/2017
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Takiwaki, Kotake, Suwa (2014)

Neutrino transfer
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Neutrino-driven explosion in multi-D simulation

25/12/2017
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Takiwaki+
(3D)

see also, e.g.,
Marek & Janka (2009), Müller+
(2012), Bruenn+ (2013),
Obergaulinger+ (2014), Pan+
(2016), O’Connor & Couch
(2015), Nagakura+ (2017)

Suwa+ (2D)

Exploding models driven by neutrino heating with 2D/3D simulations

ApJ, 749, 98 (2012)
ApJ, 786, 83 (2014)
MNRAS, 461, L112 (2016)
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see also, e.g.,
Hanke+ (2013), Lentz+ (2015),
Melson+ (2015), Müller (2015),
Roberts+ (2016)
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Explosion, explosion, and explosion
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their greater than normal energies, neither of these objects
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(SNe Ic). Therefore, it proves interesting to compare the

Ediag [1051 erg]

Problem 1: Insufficient explosion energy

1 foe=10 erg is
necessary

~10 erg in simulations

Can we extrapolate the
growth of expl. ene. up to
10 erg?
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PROPERTIES OF CORE-COLLAPSE SUPERNOVAE
place and time as GRB 980425 (Galama et al. 1998). The
Type Ic supernovae SN 1997ef and SN 2002ap are located
Core-collapse SNe can also be hosted by massive stars
far below SN 1998bw in the energy scale (8 and 7 foe,
that have lost most or all of their hydrogen-rich envelopes
respectively), yet far above the normal SN 1994I. Despite
(SNe Ib), and even most or all of their helium envelopes
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their greater than normal energies, neither of these objects
(SNe Ic). Therefore, it proves interesting
the
M56Ni (M⊙)
56Ni mass
(M⊙)

Problem 2: Insufficient 56Ni mass

M( Ni) is primary observable of SN
M( Ni)~0.1M (typically 0.07M )

T>5x10 K is necessary for Ni production

E=(4π/3)r aT ➡ T(r )=1.33x10 (E/10 erg) (r /1000km)

K

With E=10 erg, r <3700km for T>5x10 K

Ni amount is more difficult to explain than explosion
energy
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Personal prospects
Long-term simulations
Binary interaction
Progenitor structure
Supernova forecast
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Long-term simulations
are
necessary
9. 2 超新星からの重力波

Detailed multi-D simulations are only available < ~1 s

Neutrinos from SN 1987A (Feb. 23 1987)
エネルギー(MeV)
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Long-term simulation is doable now
L1-4

[Suwa, PASJ,
L1 (2014)]
Publications
of the66,
Astronomical
Society of Japan, (2014), Vol. 66, No. 2

Publicatio

L1-3

~70s

Marek and Janka (2009) and Suwa et al. (2010) certainly
acquired the expanding shock wave up to outside the iron
core, but most of the post-shock materials were in-falling
so that the mass accretion onto the PNS did not settle and
the mass of the PNS continued to increase. Thus these simulations were not fully successful explosions. On the other
hand, Suwa et al. (2013) and this work successfully reproduce the envelope ejection so that we can determine the
“mass cut,” which gives the final mass of the compact object
(i.e., NS or black hole). This is because the progenitor used
in this study has a steep density gradient between iron core
and silicon layer so that the ram pressure of in-falling material rapidly decreases when the shock passes the iron core
surface. This is a similar situation to the explosion simulaFig.of
2. the
Time
evolution of
the of
density
(left
the temperature
(left bottom
Fig. 1. Trajectories of selected mass coordinates from 1.01 M⊙ to
tion
O-Ne-Mg
core
an 8.8
Mtop),
reported
⊙ progenitor
density and the temperature are given as functions of the radius and the entr
1.33 M⊙ by a step of 0.02 M⊙ . The thick solid line indicates the position
by Kitaura, Janka, and Hillebrandt (2006), in which the
corresponding times measured from the bounce are 10 ms (red solid line), 1
of 1.3 M⊙ , which indicates the mass of the PNS, and the thick dotted
neutrino-driven
explosion
was obtained
in a “1D”
line), and 67 s (grey
dot-dot-dashed
line), respectively.
(Colorsimulaonline)
line represents the shock radius at the northern pole. The left panel is
the result of 2D simulation and the right panel is that of continuous
tion owing to the very steep density gradient of this specific
1D simulation, with the connection done at ∼ 690 ms after the bounce.
progenitor. Note that the progenitor in this study does not
The shrinkage of the PNS can be seen. There are several discontinuexplode with spherical symmetry even though it has a steep
ities, for example ∼ 1.2 s post-bounce, which are due to the rezoning to
density gradient. However, with the help of convection, this
make the resolution finer and remove the outermost region where the
density becomes too small to use the tabular equation of state. These
progenitor explodes in 2D simulation and the shock earns
discontinuities do not cause any serious problems in this simulation.
enough energy to blow away the outer layers.
諏訪雄大 @ 理論懇シンポジウム2017「星の物理の新地平」
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In figure 2, we show the hydrodynamic quantities (ρ, /30
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erties of only very few of the young O stars in
our sample (see supplementary text A.2), our
derived distributions are a good representation
of the binary properties at birth. Thus, it is safe

>70% of massive stars are in binary systems
Adopted limit for severe
stripping before supernova

Adopted limit for interaction
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SN after binary interaction: Ultra-stripped SN
Figure 7. Evolutions of the radius of shocks.

Tauris et al.

[Suwa et al., MNRAS, 454, 3073 (2015); Yoshida et al., MNRAS, 471, 4275 (2017)]
Tauris et al. 2017

lower MC/O

MC/O=1.45M⊙
MC/O=2.0M⊙
Nucleosynthesis of ultra-stripped SNe
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−3
CO145
Figure 8. Time evolutions of PNS mass
(defined by ρ > 1011 g cm
42 ).
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CO15
CO145: Ye-B
detailed nucleosynthesis calculation,
which is beyond the scope of
SN2005ek
this paper.
-15 The NS kick velocity is estimated by assuming the linear
-16

momentum conservation of the whole progenitor star, i.e. assuming
Mej~0.1M
⊙
that anisotropic
mass ejection leads
to NS kick
(e.g. Wongwatha-14
41
10
narat, Janka & Müller 2013). The linear momentum of ejecta is
calculated
-13 by
!
ρvdV ,
(3)
P ej =-12
ρ<1011 g cm−3 ,vr >0

-11 Table 2. Summary of simulation results.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the formation of a DNS system that merges within a
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a shortGRB.
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Figure 4. Abundance ratios of elements
in the ejecta
ultra-stripped Type
諏訪雄大
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Figure 6. Light-curves of the ultra-stripped Type Ic SNe. The red and blue
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Uncertainties in stellar evolutionary calculations
Suwa et al., ApJ (2016)

Suwa et al.
The Astrophysical Journal, 783:10 (20pp), 2014 March 1

Sukhbold & Woosley (2014)

Suk

Nomoto & Hashimoto (1988)
Woosley & Weaver (1995)
Woosley, Heger, Weaver (2002)
Limongi & Chieffi (2006)
Woosley & Heger (2007)

NB) all MZAMS=15M⊙
different spacial resolution
Different codes lead to different structure

Me. Here we use ﬁve models from Nomoto & Hashimoto (1988) (NH88), Woosley &
efﬁ (2006) (LC06), and Woosley & Heger (2007) (WH07). Owing to the different
ructures prior to collapse show diversity even if they have the same ZAMS mass. In

different time resolution

Even with the same code, different (time or
space) resolutions lead to different
structure
Figure 18. Effect of various zoning and time step criteria on the final core compactness in two different regions—A:17.1–17.5 M

⊙ and B:20.1–20.5 M
zoning: default (thick) and 2/3 of default (dot-dashed). 2A,B—time step: default (thick), half (dot-dashed) and double (thick-dashed).

M/M
“Compactness parameter”
=
O’Connor & Ott (2011)
r /1000 km

25/12/2017

諏訪雄大 @

U-series and SH-series stars, albeit at slightly different masses
(Figure 3). It is also present in M
the compactness plot for the bare
M
CO cores studied later in Section 5.
This behavior can be traced to the presence of a strong,
理論懇シンポジウム2017「星の物理の新地平」
extended convective oxygen burning shell during the post-
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Progenitor models in 3D
The Astrophysical Journal, 833:124 (22pp), 2016 December 10

Couch et al. (2015)

Müller et al. (2016)

Figure 4. Volume rendering of the mass fraction of silicon at the end of the 3D simulation at 293.5 s (onset of collapse) on one patch of the
28
fuzzy silicon-rich updrafts of hot ashes (red) and silicon-poor downdrafts of fresh fuel. A global asymmetry in the updrafts is clearly visible. T
oxygen shell (cyan) is relatively “hard” due to the strong buoyancy jump between the silicon and oxygen shell and therefore remains alm

ations of the 3D progenitor evolution simulation. The top row displays pseudocolor slices of the Si mass fraction (top
of iron group nuclei (bottom right), and speciﬁc nuclear energy generation rate (bottom left). The separate panels sh
mulation: 20 s (left), 100 s (middle), and 155 s (right). This ﬁnal time is about2 152 s before gravitational core collapse (see
(rms) averaged turbulent Mach number áMar ñ of the radial
derings of the surface where the “iron” mass fraction
is 0.95 in(left)
of 6.theEr,radial
velocity (right) both at 155 s of
Eq, j , and
velocity ﬂuctuations
Figuresand
5 and
áMa2ñ1 2 are computed from the velocity ﬁeld as follows.
Er =

1
2

òr

r (vr - ávr ñ )2 dV ,

(9 )

n25/12/2017
solver. The unsplit PPM
solver@in理論懇シンポジウム2017「星の物理の新地平」
FLASH does
prior to collapse; and the point 26
of /30
coll
諏訪雄大
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r r+

Parametric progenitor model
8 Suwa and Müller
[Suwa and Müller, MNRAS, 460, 2664 (2016)]
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Figure 1. Schematic behavior of the entropy S (red line) and
electron fraction Ye (blue line) distribution as a function of mass
for our progenitor models.
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Time after bounce [s]

5 9. Evolution of the diagnostic explosion energy for model
Figure
Maximum temperature
mass cut
BC18.
Temperature (10 K)

Yec
S1
Sc

0.3

4

Reproduces stellar evol. results
Strong explosion (in 1D!) is
found

10

56Ni mass
The additional grey lines give
the structures
of the models
approx.
listed3 in Appendix A, which are obtained by stellar evolution calculations. Obviously, our parametrized models show
a similar
trend as the evolutionary ones, except for their
2
non-monotonic behavior at densities ρ ∼ 107 g cm−3 and
0.071M
⊙ 9 g cm−3 , i.e. near the center.
at densities
of a few
times 10
1
In other words, these models allow us to investigate ther2.1 Hydrostatic equation
modynamic regimes
beyond⊙those encountered in canonical
0.083M
0
models.1
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
To construct a progenitor model for our hydrodynamic simThe Chandrasekhar mass
is often
used as a rough estiMass (M
ulations, we solve the hydrostatic equation
⊙)
mate of the iron core mass. Since the former mass depends
諏訪雄大 @ 理論懇シンポジウム2017「星の物理の新地平」
25/12/2017
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Systematic study is needed

27

Strongly lensed SN
There have been three lensed SN observations so far
The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 819:L8 (6pp), 2016 March 1

Kelly et al.

PS1-10afx (Ia; Quimby et al. 2013), SN Refsdal (CC; Kelly et al. 2015),
iPTF16geu (Ia; Goobar et al. 2017)

SN Refsdal
four images were found at the same time
one more event had been predicted one year after the images
another image indeed appeared! (Kelly+ 2016)

25/12/2017

Figure 1. Coadded WFC3-IR F125W and F160W exposures of the MACS J1149.5+2223 galaxy-cluster ﬁeld taken with HST. The top panel shows images acquired
諏訪雄大
in 2011 before the SN appeared
in S1–S4 or@
SX. 理論懇シンポジウム2017「星の物理の新地平」
The middle panel displays images taken on 2015 April 20 when the four images forming the Einstein cross are close
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Supernova
forecast
pernova forecast with strong lensing
[Suwa, MNRAS, 474, 2612 (2018)]

3

Find a new SN

21

Does
2nd SN appear
in ~1 arcsec?

I-band magnitude

22

No

23

1

2

3

4
2
1
0
-1
-2

24
25

Yes

26
-40

Calculate lens potential
and predict 3rd one

-20

0
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4
1

2
3

-2 -1 0 1 2
40

60

80

Day after peak magnitude of 1st image

Figure 2. An example light curve in i-band of an event with
zs = 0.87 and zl = 0.314. Light curve shape is taken from a typical Type Ib/c SN, SN1999ex. First, second, third, and fourth images correspond to thick-solid, thin-solid, thick-dashed, and thindashed lines, respectively. Time delays from the first image are
19.8 (second), 25.9 (third), and 44.6 (fourth) days. The arrow indicates the time of SBO of the fourth image, which is bright in
UV/X-ray bands for the case of a Type Ib/c SN. Horizontal grey
line indicates limiting magnitude of LSST. In the small panel, spacial positions of images are shown with a typical seeing FWHM
of LSST (0.75 arcsec). Numbers in circles present corresponding
image in LC.

By LSST, >10 lensed SNe will be found annually
Does 3rd SN appear?
Yes
Confirm and refine
model by frequent
observation of 3rd event
and predict 4th event

No

(Oguri & Marshall 2010)

With previous 3 images, 4th image delay time
can be estimated
Lensing parameters determined with 3 images

Oguri & Marshall (2010) only took into account the peak
Precision of prediction?
Δt<1day!
magnitude,
we construct the LC by using a typical Type

Ib/c SN, SN1999ex (Stritzinger et al. 2002). In the figure,
the limiting magnitude of LSST per visit (10σ) is shown as
a grey horizontal line. One can see that the first image can
Target SBO of 4th event
be observed about 30 days before its peak and the second
image will appear above the detection threshold 18 days after the first image emergence. The third and fourth ones will
A flowchart of the event selection. First and second imbe found about 28 and 58 days after the first image. In this
諏訪雄大
und by LSST and third and fourth
images @
are理論懇シンポジウム2017「星の物理の新地平」
observed
case, the SBO emission of the fourth image will be observed

ToO observations of shock breakout in multi
wavelength are possible!

25/12/2017
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Summary
Observation
SN is powered by NS formation
SN rate
pre-SN images

Theory
Explosion, explosion and explosion
Explosion energy problem
56Ni

mass problem

Prospects
long-term simulation, binarity, initial condition, forecast, etc.
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